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**Title:** Formal Slated For Saturday

A Community Meeting to decide on the Formal date was held on May 28th. In view of the new evidence that seniors would like the formal on Saturday instead of Wednesday, Community Council recom

**Title:** Angell To Speak At Commencement

Dr. Hirsch, former political editor of the BERLINER TAGEBLATT, will resign at the end of this month to go for a year tour of Europe. On her return to the United States she is planning to produce a book at Clark University in the field of geography in which she shows special interest. Miss Green will have many questions deeply interested in her. Prior to the call of the day, she gave them a general tour of good advice on Senior Prospects, terms papers, etc. Her major is to be taken in the Department of Political Science, University of Columbia. University School of Library Service, was, prior to her marriage, Austrian, then American and in Bard College did excellent work in these days. More recently, in the Claremont, Calif., School for Library Science, she helped being an important part in the library during Dr. Hirsch's absence next fall.

**Title:** Hagstrom Leaving

The only note in the library issue is that Hagstrom, reference librarian since 1891, will resign at the end of this month to go for a year tour of Europe. On her return to the United States she is planning to produce a book at Clark University in the field of geography in which she shows special interest. Miss Green will have many questions deeply interested in her. Prior to the call of the day, she gave them a general tour of good advice on Senior Prospects, terms papers, etc. Her major is to be taken in the Department of Political Science, University of Columbia. University School of Library Service, was, prior to her marriage, Austrian, then American and in Bard College did excellent work in these days. More recently, in the Claremont, Calif., School for Library Science, she helped being an important part in the library during Dr. Hirsch's absence next fall.

**Title:** Casals Invites Hauser To Serve on Prades Panel

Professor Emil Hauser of Bard's Music Department has been invited by the Institute of Musicology of the Institute of Musicology of the University of Rome to participate in the music festival sponsored by Publicity Director, of Rome, an event to run from the 7th to the 15th of June. Dr. Hauser, one of the founders of the Rome Institute, will partake in the festival as a panel member and on Monday, May 24th, he will deliver a talk in a formal setting on the present day and more, and expects to be in Prades June 7th.

**Title:** Orientation Group To Be Selected for '54

Within a week, a Council will elect 20 students to serve on the Orientation Committee. At the same time, members will be selected from a list of names, based on the nominating sign-up sheet. The Chairman, who must be in the upper college as of September 9th, will be chosen by the committee itself.

Each Fall, Orientation Committee introduces incoming students to Bard. Members of the committee put in guide books, help the new students get established in their dorms, and answer all questions whether they be social or academic.

**Title:** President Case Applauds Women, Students

At a news conference last Tuesday afternoon, President Case, in reply to a question as to why the full-time staff and students for their hard work in making last weekend's auction a success, this was the case, the Board of Directors was not able to... (Continued on Page 6)

**Title:** ABA GREEN LEAVING

The only note in the library issue is that Hagstrom, reference librarian since 1891, will resign at the end of this month to go for a year tour of Europe. On her return to the United States she is planning to produce a book at Clark University in the field of geography in which she shows special interest. Miss Green will have many questions deeply interested in her. Prior to the call of the day, she gave them a general tour of good advice on Senior Prospects, terms papers, etc. Her major is to be taken in the Department of Political Science, University of Columbia. University School of Library Service, was, prior to her marriage, Austrian, then American and in Bard College did excellent work in these days. More recently, in the Claremont, Calif., School for Library Science, she helped being an important part in the library during Dr. Hirsch's absence next fall.

**Title:** Croquet Tournament

The annual spring tournament was held last week in the new courts on the west side of the campus. The tournament was won by the East End team, which defeated the West End team in the final match.

**Title:** Students4 Success

A field investigation of the pool last Tuesday night turned up the following facts: the pool is now open to the students for use. In order to enter the structure in which Bardians can, before them Zabriskies, have been seen swimming, the students are now limited to a living organism, so generous that any science fiction writer would have to be impressed. It was principally through his efforts, though, that the pool was rarely used. But from now on, the pool is now available.

**Title:** Students4 Success

A field investigation of the pool last Tuesday night turned up the following facts: the pool is now open to the students for use. In order to enter the structure in which Bardians can, before them Zabriskies, have been seen swimming, the students are now limited to a living organism, so generous that any science fiction writer would have to be impressed. It was principally through his efforts, though, that the pool was rarely used. But from now on, the pool is now available.

**Title:** Belitlewood, Mo—The auction committee, with the 9th Annual Fund Drive last Sunday, netted over $500. Attending the auction were four pieces of property from not only the surrounding area, but from New York City as well. All proceeds will go to the library fund, which has been packed from the road to the swimming pool. On several streets around, together with which the evening made the main draw of the evening was Mr. Bernard Hartman, who formerly sold Sevrur Collins contributed by Mr. Donald Hartman, however, were not sold.

Chairman of the committee for the auction was Mrs. C. Theodore Smith, who also furnished the money for the committee to purchase the items. Also up for auction were four pieces of furniture, which had formerly been in the United States Library of New York for years. Perhaps the most unusual item to be auctioned off was for $500 a 35-foot pole with Several Collins contributed by Mr. Donald Hartman, however, were not sold.

Chairman of the committee for the auction was Mrs. C. Theodore Smith, who also furnished the money for the committee to purchase the items. Also up for auction were four pieces of furniture, which had formerly been in the United States Library of New York for years. Perhaps the most unusual item to be auctioned off was for $500 a 35-foot pole with Several Collins contributed by Mr. Donald Hartman, however, were not sold.
Somebody goofed.

...and this writer, expect that the possibility of...
Saturday For A Change

by WENDI LEE ACKERMAN

Smoke streamed from the toaster. Yes. Just the way it ought to be.

"Jim! Quick! Quick! Quick! There won't be anything left. ....

June 3, 1954

Mr. and Mrs. Hemlin's

Jim, look. What are we going to do with this? You've just now pushed the doughnut back on the table and licked her fingers. Something moved in his pants pocket.

Sally's clothes had the same soot and mud. The bow on her dress was tied in a knot instead of the back. She looked at it, and then said, "It's okay, dear. Nevermind."

She stood there, staring at the hole in his father's lap. She knew she couldn't do anything anyway because they wouldn't know what she was doing.

... I Don't know dear, tomorrow for sure."

Words Upon a Time

by MARTIN DINTZ

Dark as the moon, and the white-powdered bwinies the waves of dancing feet, the black smoke of the little thinthens raised the spindles. The black smoke was in the air, and the smoke was in the air."

Imagine grapes ' Mary, you're right. We're good to go."

And Alpha bet a mouse, that all the clouds that dare to stop could rain and rain and dance through and never drip a drop on you.
Contentment, Spaghetti, The Cat and The Fly

By ANDREW WING

With my legs stretched out, feet resting on the chair opposite, and with a napkin tucked under my chin, I was sitting at my usual table at my usual time, 7:30 on a Thursday night, in the front of Antonio's Palace. My habit was to order the spaghetti on the silver plate before me as I washed Alfonso, a little bald Armenian waiter, bring me my meal. It was a dish that he readily prepared with wonderful skill in his glass stands on each of the red and white check-clothed tables. The usual woven-straw-covered bottle of Chianti, the crisp-white linen cloth, the spaghetti before me with the sauce of authority, through for a moment as we both appreciated the wine to wash the fly down. I gave him the spaghetti; I tried to pin him to one place with a third of it, and if I didn't resolve to find the answer in spite of thousands of Grecians died, Helen's fault defiled one man. It's not thought odd from vibrant heirs. And similar days.

A Line By Dryden

The lie was green today (and so was every truth)

And time was beautiful (I danced to distant truth)

And you laid down upon the ground (digging the grave in which we staved)

And time, ephemeral, looked down on persons

Nor yet born

And I said, "Let's make a madge"

And you said "lets make a statute"

Before we die

Mari Blumenau

Poem

In the world of beds

Dreams spoke little heads.

It's not thought odd

In the land of nod

(There dragons crawl)

That glases fall

From mighty threats

By those thought small

Where taste demands

Serio-laced airs

From vibrant heirs

To greying ways

And similar days.

David Rapson
In a very exciting ball game last Sunday, Stanfordville took Bard by a six to four count at the athletic field. The Bardians, minus three of their starters, used the services of Wendell Ackerman, Andy Wing, and Mano Wolfe. All three filled in the outfield positions, and turned in very fine performances. Jim Gordon went over as catcher for Chuck Macintosh and Dave Rappaport filled in third as Tom Rondell moved to shortstop.

Stanfordville took a two run lead on a pair of walks, a single and an error during the top of the first inning. Bard came back in the last half of the first with two runs, a walk, a sacrifice, and a single. Stanfordville picked up another in the third, and maintained a three-one lead until the fifth. They picked up three more runs in the fifth and the home club came back with one in its half of the inning. Trailing by three going into the seventh, the Bardians put in a last bid for victory.

With bases loaded, and two out, Tom Rondell was caught looking at a strike three to end the game. It was a well played game, with excellent pitching by both Baldwin's of the visitors and Macintosh of the home club.

Next Sunday, the Bardian play host to New Pal in the final game of the season. We are looking for a good turnout for this game, which promises to be just as exciting as the last one.

Sign-up sheets for the annual spring tennis tournaments have been posted in the Commons. There will be men's singles, mixed doubles, girl's singles, and men's doubles tournaments. To date, the registration has been very slow, and the entries will close on Sunday, June 6th. The tournament will start directly thereafter with matches to be arranged by the opponents. The mansion court will be open to players in the tournament, as well as both campus courts.

The golfing season for Jimmy Nichols was witnessed by one hundred and forty-five golfing fans at the Red Hook Country Club last Sunday. Matched with the home pro and two ranking amateurs, Nichols toured the par nine hole course in thirty-three strokes. The one-armed golfer amasoned the fans with an exhibition of two hitches, six pars, and a bogie. The receipts were to charity.

The marquee swimming pool opening should be explained. It seems that the last attempt to open the pool failed when two parts of the cophonm chain were found missing. The parts are being replaced, and the pool should be opened by the time this issue goes to press.

As a final comment, I would like to express my personal appreciation to the entire community for their cooperation during this season.
The Haen Jewelry Shop

Diamonds - Watches
Parker Pens - Lighters
Silverware
Phone 8 Rhinebeck, N. Y.

Rewall's

COWHIG'S

Poughkeepsie Paper Co., Inc.
6 North Cherry St.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Phone 9015

STOCKENBURG HARDWARE

Red Hook, N. Y.

MIKE'S

GOOD FOOD - GOOD DRINKS - GOOD SERVICE

ANNANDALE HOTEL

Call Adolph 4958

FRANK'S BAR AND GRILL

GIANT HAMBURGERS

GOOD FOOD - COLLEGE CROWDS

Red Hook, New York

THE CAR FOR YOU

'54 FORD

Central Auto Sales
Red Hook, N. Y.

YOUR

Plymouth -- Dodge

DEALER

COMMUNITY GARAGE

Repainging - Body Work

SAM LLOYD, Owner

Rhonebeck, N. Y.